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Abstract
Early definitions of conservation focused largely on the end goals of protection or restoration
of nature, and the various disciplinary domains that contribute to these ends. Conservation
science and practice has evolved beyond being focused on just issues of scarcity and biodiversity decline. To better recognize the inherent links between human behaviour and conservation, “success” in conservation is now being defined in terms that include human rights
and needs. We also know that who engages in conservation, and how, dictates the likelihood that conservation science will be embraced and applied to yield conservation gains.
Here we present ideas for reconceptualizing conservation. We emphasize the HOW in an
attempt to reorient and repurpose the term in ways that better reflect what contemporary
conservation is or might aspire to be. To do so, we developed an acrostic using the letters in
the term “CONSERVATION” with each serving as an adjective where C = co-produced, O =
open, N = nimble, S = solutions-oriented, E = empowering, R = relational, V = values-based,
A = actionable, T = transdisciplinary, I = inclusive, O = optimistic, and N = nurturing. For
each adjective, we briefly describe our reasoning for its selection and describe how it contributes to our vision of conservation. By reconceptualizing conservation we have the potential to center how we do conservation in ways that are more likely to result in outcomes that
benefit biodiversity while also being just, equitable, inclusive, and respectful of diverse rights
holders, knowledge holders, and other actors. We hope that this acrostic will be widely
adopted in training to help the next generation of conservation researchers and practitioners
keep in mind what it will take to make their contributions effective and salient.
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Introduction
The concept of conservation is one that has existed in various forms for centuries [1–3], if not
millennia [4]. From Indigenous conservation ethics [5] to Leopold’s land ethic [6], and from
the wilderness preservation movement [7] to the formal definition of the discipline of conservation biology [8] and conservation science [9], what conservation means has evolved across
space, cultures, and time [10]. Over the last few decades conservation science and practice
have become recognized as being fundamental to addressing the biodiversity crisis [11]. There
have been calls for a “new conservation” that focuses on mitigating the underlying drivers of
the biodiversity crisis (e.g., through raising consumer awareness, developing partnerships with
industry) with a greater emphasis on humanitarian and financial perspectives [12–13]. This
has led to much debate about what conservation is [see 13–15]. However, there have also been
efforts to find a middle ground between perspectives focused on nature preservation and those
that include human rights and needs [see 16] given the growing recognition that biodiversity
loss affects human wellbeing [17], and that human behaviour is central to addressing the biodiversity crisis [18].
Defining conservation is more than an academic exercise because it provides structure and
focus to collective action. Sandbrook [19] suggests that conservation can be defined as “actions
that are intended to establish, improve, or maintain good relations with nature”. Whether
using this action-oriented definition, earlier issue-oriented definitions centered on scarcity
and biodiversity [20], or disciplinary definitions of conservation biology [8] or conservation
science [9], we suggest that available guidance on HOW conservation should be done is scoped
too narrowly. Currently, the HOW of conservation is primarily guided by principles of western-science research design that seek to ensure credible, valid and robust knowledge claims.
This guidance is incomplete and out of step with best practices, limiting the ability of conservation science and practice to have the greatest possible impact. Moreover, only a fraction of conservation research is useful for conservation policy or practice [21], and there is little evidence
for the effectiveness of many routinely implemented conservation interventions [22]. Guidance on HOW conservation should be done is particularly important as meaningful actions
that lead to on-the-ground benefits for biodiversity at ecological scales must often be achieved
through partnership with diverse, multi-jurisdictional groups of rights holders and stakeholders. Given the diversity of actors affected, HOW we do conservation should also be equitable,
inclusive and respectful of these actors.
We have reached a state where humans have had manifold impacts on biodiversity and the
environment [23–24]. It is now widely understood that we are in the Anthropocene [25] with
a need for urgent action to reverse the biodiversity crisis [11,26]. Conservation social sciences
[27–28] as well as learning from mistakes [29] have revealed that how we do conservation
work and who is involved, greatly influences if, and how, new knowledge or initiatives will be
trusted, embraced and implemented. Thus, to achieve greater success in conservation we need
to rethink how we engage in conservation science and practice [30–31].
Here, we present ideas for reconceptualizing conservation in an attempt to overcome current definitional constraints and repurpose the term in ways that better reflect the HOW of
conservation. To do so, we developed an acrostic using the letters in the term “CONSERVATION” with each serving as an adjective (Fig 1). For each adjective we briefly describe our reasoning for its selection and describe how it contributes to a reconceptualized vision of
conservation. The use of the acrostic is intended to serve as a simple and effective way of
remembering how conservation should be approached. The intended audience spans knowledge holders, generators, and users, with a particular focus on early career scholars given that
how they are trained and learn about conservation today will have a major influence on
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Fig 1. Reconceptualizing conservation through the use of a conservation acrostic.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pstr.0000016.g001
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tomorrow’s conservation professionals and leaders. A reconceptualization of conservation also
potentially benefits and informs those who may see themselves as tangential to the field, but
are making decisions that impact conservation. The acrostic is an aide-mémoire for anyone
confronting a choice where the outcome shapes the prospects of conservation. This may range
from a municipal official deciding on the nature and location of a new park to a manufacturer
deciding how ‘green’ to make a production process. Our team of contributors spans career
stages (from early career to established), disciplinary expertise (social science, ecology, policy,
law), and roles (from knowledge generators to knowledge users). We are all located in Canada
but many of us engage in projects and issues that range from local to international in scale.

The Conservation Acrostic
Conservation should be. . .

C = co-produced
The knowledge-action gap in conservation science and practice occurs when research outputs
do not result in actions to protect or restore biodiversity. Among the diverse and complex reasons for this gap, several barriers are fundamental: knowledge is often unavailable to practitioners and challenging to interpret or difficult to use [27,32]. This gap is vast and pervasive in
conservation [27,33]. There has been recent progress on improving scientific processes to generate knowledge that can be readily applied, the most notable approach being knowledge coproduction [34]. Co-production was defined by Wyborn et al. [35] as “processes that iteratively
unite ways of knowing and acting—including ideas, norms, practices, and discourses—leading
to mutual reinforcement and reciprocal transformation of societal outcomes”. In more simple
terms, co-production means that research is conducted collaboratively (e.g., with stakeholders,
rights holders and decision makers), inclusively, and in a respectful and engaged manner–
from the identification of research needs, to study design, data collection, interpretation, and
application [36]. Co-production can increase interpersonal trust and ensure relevance [37–38]
while promoting credibility, saliency and legitimacy [39]. As such, co-production disrupts the
conventional model of unidirectional and isolated research practices that reinforce the knowledge-action gap [40]. Research has revealed that co-production is fundamental to bridging the
knowledge-action gap [41–42], and thus should be widely embraced in conservation.

O = open
Knowledge can not be applied if it is unavailable to potential users; barriers that prevent practitioners and policymakers from accessing research outputs are another root cause of the knowledge-action gap [43]. By engaging in open science practices, researchers can improve how
conservation knowledge is accessed, interpreted, and put into practice. This can be done in
three ways [32]. First, open access publishing makes the scientific literature available to all
[44], allowing conservation knowledge to reach end-users outside of the academic ivory tower
[45]. Several models now exist for authors to avoid the prohibitive article publication charges
often associated with open access publishing [46–47]. Second, open materials (publicly sharing
research data, code, and protocols) promote transparency and reproducibility, allowing endusers to better interpret conservation research [48]. Third, open education resources provide a
free and flexible means of enhancing capacity-building among scientists and practitioners
worldwide [32]. For example, training materials assist end-users with open-source software
(e.g., Marxan Connect; [49]), and free courses provide training on the principles and practice
of evidence-based conservation in multiple languages (the Evidence in Conservation Teaching
Initiative; [50]). Enhancing openness contributes to making conservation knowledge more
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consumable and trusted, and therefore more usable by a wide diversity of actors. Adopting
open science practices can help researchers and practitioners achieve conservation goals more
quickly and efficiently, while reducing inequities in information and knowledge sharing
among research groups and nations.

N = nimble
Successful conservationists need to be nimble, i.e., “able to move quickly and easily” [51]. Failure to act quickly can result in additional environmental degradation, species losses [24,52],
and increased financial costs of conservation actions. Failure to adjust management actions is
a common source of wasted resources [53–55]. Fortunately, there are a number of ways for
conservation practitioners to be nimble, yet remain grounded in sound evidence-based decision making. For example, designing monitoring programs that are tightly aligned to information needs (e.g., issue-based versus surveillance-based monitoring) will increase the efficacy of
the data, and ultimately, the speed at which it can be incorporated into decision making
[56,57]. Decision science also provides conservation practitioners with tools to facilitate decision making when uncertainty is high or empirical data are lacking [58–59] or how to invest
funds to maximize conservation benefit [55]. This is critical because the difficult decisions
about where and when to invest in conservation can have a profound impact on our collective
success, but resources available for conservation are insufficient, even in wealthy countries,
and funding is a strong predictor of conservation success [60–61]. Finally, forward-looking
tools such as horizon scanning and scenario planning can help to identify emerging threats
and new opportunities. These tools can expedite actions by allowing conservation practitioners
to plan ahead and better prioritize actions [62].

S = solutions-oriented
Conservation has often focused on identifying problems [63], which is necessary. However,
problem identification alone will not elicit solutions or reverse declines in biodiversity. The
problems have been well articulated at scales that range from a given species or site to the
global UN Sustainable Development or Convention on Biological Diversity Goals. What is
needed to solve these problems? Problem solving requires both the skills and mindset to
develop solutions–something that is rarely fostered in contemporary conservation education
[64]. When potential solutions are identified and even implemented, they may in fact not be
effective [29,65], emphasizing the need for evidence-based approaches [66]. This must include
robust tests of different interventions and evidence synthesis (e.g., systematic reviews; [67]) to
determine the specificity and robustness of interventions. Solutions also need to be socially
acceptable and durable so that they are future-proof [68–69]. The notion of nature-based solutions, centered on providing nature-inspired solutions to climate mitigation and adaptation
challenges [70] at a variety of scales [71], is particularly promising. Whether inspired by
nature, shared by Indigenous knowledge keepers, or identified by the Western scientific
method, it is clear that we need to reposition conservation to focus on finding solutions to the
many complex challenges that face the planet today and in the future.

E = empowering
The conservation challenges of today and tomorrow are often communicated as insurmountable global catastrophes [72–73]. This framing can lead to an increasingly disempowered state
of anxiety or apathy in many people, especially children [74]. Indeed, we know our planet
faces unprecedented environmental challenges, all of which were caused by humans. Equally,
many of these challenges (as well as some attempted solutions) are coupled with longstanding
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systemic social inequities and injustice [75]. However, humans are also the only species that
can understand, analyse, and alleviate the wicked problems [76] we have created. This view of
agency is important since, “empowerment is part of nearly everything social in conservation,
at all scales from project development to policy implementation” [77]. When scientific, traditional, or local knowledge is valued, reinforced, and applied by stakeholders and rights holders
with the capacity to implement on-the-ground improvements or influence policy decisions,
conservation successes can occur at large and small scales [78–79]. Empowerment of individuals and communities is often driven by factual yet hopeful messaging [80–82], by documenting
and celebrating conservation successes (e.g. [83–84]), and increasingly, by the successful assertion of fundamental human and property rights by historically disempowered groups including Indigenous peoples (e.g., [85]), youth (e.g., [86]), and policymakers from low-income
jurisdictions (e.g., [87]). Such efforts should motivate scientists, decision-makers, and practitioners alike as we seek to better understand our impacts on the environment, re-invent our
relationship with other species, and uphold our responsibility to safeguard our planet for
future generations.

R = relational
The history of conservation in North America and Europe is underpinned by a separation of
humans and nature that has facilitated colonial expansion [88–89]. This separation often
results in an approach to conservation that aims to maintain “pristine” wilderness with limited
human access which has long played a role in the displacement of Indigenous peoples [90].
However, we suggest that effective, contemporary conservation emphasizes the historical and
continued relationships and responsibilities between people and land. Liboiron [91] describes
“Land” as “fundamentally relational and specific to those relations”—that is, every person has a
relationship to land and each relationship is unique. Conservation benefits from considering
these land relations carefully, including the assumption of access when it has not been granted
[91]. Developing a reciprocal relationship with land can change how we approach conservation, moving away from a separation between people and land to a positive, creative relationship [92–93]. This requires self reflection (What is my relationship to place?), a consideration
of the history of the land (which communities have relationships to this place?), and of the
non-humans the practitioner intends to assist [91–92]. A fundamental component of this
work is developing relationships among the communities who have relationships to a given
place. Relationships should be reciprocal, respectful, responsible, and engage enthusiastically
with non-dominant knowledge systems [94]. Practitioners should reflect on trust, identity,
and power dynamics among individuals when developing relationships for conservation [95],
with specific attention given to systematic biases and historical exclusion [96–97]. Identifying
the relationships between people and land is an important step for removing the separation
between nature and human actions.

V = values-based
Values-based conservation ideally incorporates social, cultural, and even economic goals and
values, to facilitate holistic decision making that has meaning to diverse groups and communities [68,98]. Fostering a values-based approach is also practical and strategic, given the importance of political support for conservation efforts in an increasingly uncertain global
environment. Values-based conservation should be informed by diverse stakeholders, rightsholders, and communities to identify potential barriers to action and ultimately help establish
trust and support of chosen outcomes [99–100]. A good example of this approach comes from
Augustine and Dearden [101] who highlighted how the inclusion of Indigenous traditional
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practices (e.g., clam gardening) in marine protected area planning resulted in a stronger conservation plan with minimal ecological effects. As protected areas often exclude all human
activities, allowing for multiple uses such as Indigenous harvesting or strategic zoning of recreational activities may promote increased support for conservation activities among various
user groups, many of whom have been excluded from past decision making [101–102]. Further, a values-based approach that identifies conservation activities that reinforce cultural connections to the land and water may yield more meaningful benefits to local communities than
traditional top-down or exclusionary preservationist activities [103–104]. Finally, incorporating structured decision making, whereby both values and empirical data are included in conservation decision making, can provide a powerful framework for weighing competing values
amid limited resources [105–106].

A = actionable
For conservation, having evidence that enables (or has potential to enable) action is key. Evidence is actionable “because it has the potential to inform decisions, to improve the design of
implementation of public policies, or to influence [. . .] strategies, planning and behaviours
that affect the environment” [107]. Many factors influence the extent to which evidence is
actionable including how research is done (e.g., is it co-produced), who does it (e.g., is it relational, integrative, inclusive), the extent to which it is relevant and timely for decision making,
and individual and institution values, experiences and contexts [38,43, 108–109]. Much of the
knowledge generated by conservation scientists is not actionable because it is not trusted (e.g.,
has not been adequately validated through replication), is not accessible (e.g., behind paywalls),
or not relevant to a given issue or context [27] leading to wasted data [48]. Gerber et al. [60]
and Nyboer et al. [110] provide best practices for generating actionable science with guidance
for individuals (e.g., engage in collaboration, be empathetic, build relationships and use diverse
communication strategies) and organizations (e.g., incentivize actionable research, ensure
early career professionals have training and resources for doing actionable research). More
nuance may be needed given that there are different models of organized action relevant to
conservation (see [111]). Yet, when engaging in mission-oriented applied science (such as conservation science), research needs to be actionable or it is not an effective use of limited
resources [112].

T = transdisciplinary
Challenges to achieving conservation goals often stem from competing claims on natural
resources and ecosystem services. There are thus many "whats" that need to be better integrated into conservation, including decision science, human dimensions, and economic perspectives, among others. The theory and practice of conservation thus requires recognition of
the complex interplay among humans and the environment, and integration of knowledge
and methodologies across disciplines and sectors [113–114]. Transdisciplinary methodologies
have emerged as critical to conducting successful, solutions-oriented environmental research
[30,115]. Transdisciplinary frameworks extend beyond multi- and inter-disciplinary
approaches that integrate among two or more disciplines. They propose inclusive and cooperative practices that involve sustained collaborations with relevant partners, and consistent
knowledge exchange across science, policy, practitioner, stakeholder, rightsholder, and governance boundaries [115]. Such methodologies inherently value and uphold the legitimacy and
relevance of multiple ways of knowing [114] and diverse and sometimes conflicting interests
[115]. Transdisciplinarity generally necessitates co-production, relational and values-based
conservation approaches (see above), as well as an inclusive approach, where research teams
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have diverse sectoral representation and partnerships that are maintained throughout the
research process from beginning (i.e., question development) to end (i.e., communicating
findings). Such approaches can enable conservation scientists and practitioners to understand
a broad range of complex problems or barriers to ecosystem protection, resource sustainability, and biodiversity conservation [116–118], and can help ensure that the knowledge produced is inclusive, salient, credible, and practical [119].

I = inclusive
The biodiversity crisis affects everyone on the planet [120–121], and addressing it will require
a holistic approach and the participation of everyone. Including all groups of people, especially
those historically excluded from the field, and respectfully working with all sources and forms
of knowledge into conservation will be critical to finding solutions [122–123]. Increasingly,
the value of incorporating traditional ecological, community, and Indigenous knowledge is
being recognized [94,123], and space for this information is being made alongside other Western sources of knowledge. Just as conservation needs to include all forms of knowledge, it
needs to include all kinds of voices and integrate itself into all parts of society as well [124–
125]. The biodiversity crisis, like the climate crisis, is a symptom of the unsustainable resource
use and management of an exploitative and inequitable global society [126–127]. Environmental justice, nature-based climate solutions, and One Health approaches are all examples of how
conservation can align and integrate itself into broader societal conversations, to the benefit of
addressing the root causes of the biodiversity crisis. Beginning within itself, by re-examining
historic biases and tearing down systemic inequities [96,128], including and valuing diverse
voices and sources of knowledge [122], and aligning with broader societal movements [129],
conservation has the opportunity to integrate caring for land, nature, and people into all
aspects of society.

O = optimistic
Conservation is inherently focused on issues that can be dire (e.g., climate crisis, extinction).
Consequently, anxiety [130] and pessimism [131] about the future of our planet and the potential for conservation are rampant. These perspectives are often reinforced by the focus of conservation on problem identification rather than solutions [132] and alarming stories in the
media [133]. Yet, optimism is a concept that is vital to conservation professionals as well as the
public [134]. To attract and inspire the next generation of conservation professionals there is
need for a sense of purpose and optimism that they can solve these challenging problems
[64,135]]; see also E = Empowering). Those working in conservation have the potential to
change the negative narrative, striking a balance between optimism and fear [131]. One means
of changing the narrative is the use of affect and positive framing of conservation messages.
Describing conservation issues in terms that resonate with the broader public potentially leads
to developing conservation strategies that more fully engage with public concerns [136]. It is
important to highlight bright spots: good-news stories where conservation actions have
benefited biodiversity [137]. Some good-news stories are featured as conservation wins (e.g.
bowhead and grey whale population numbers and delistings), but the ‘best’ conservation
action stories are often not widely shared because they were preventive actions (e.g. ongoing
efforts to prevent the spread of an emerging salamander chytrid disease—a fungal disease that
negatively impacts salamander populations—to North America). While promoting evidence
informed conservation [131], it is constructive to share success stories and build a culture of
hope and optimism that inspires pro-environmental behaviours [138].
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N = nurturing
Nature is nurtured by conservation, for the essential ecosystem services it generates [139] and
for the intrinsic value of biodiversity [140]. Nurturing occurs in nature, such as mother trees
sustaining what surrounds them [141]. Conservation can be nurtured by people’s beliefs and
society’s rules about what behaviors are acceptable [142]. Nurturing creates resilience capacity,
the ability to deal with, adapt, and structure change in our rapidly evolving, complex world
[143]. It encourages people to achieve environmental sustainability as an expression of ecological identity [144–146]. While power is the ability to influence what others do or think [147],
nurturing is increasing the capacity of those influenced. It is a feature of engaging in a community of practice in which people are committed to what they do jointly over the long haul and
learn to do it better through consistent, trust-building interactions with each other [148–150].
Nurturing creates opportunities for scientists and non-scientists to collaborate on environmental science research and monitoring projects, to extend understanding and increase the
acceptance of results [150]. Nurturing adaptive capacity makes possible collaboration across
interests, economic sectors, and organizational structures to recognize and respond to emerging opportunities and hindrances [139].

Synthesis and conclusions
It is time to reconceptualize conservation. The urgency is as great as ever. HOW we do conservation is increasingly recognized as key for achieving conservation success [30–31]. Using an
acrostic for the word “conservation”, we provide what we consider to be key elements that
should define how we approach conservation moving forward. Although we offer these
thoughts in a discrete acrostic (Fig 1), we recognize that these “hows” are themselves interconnected and relational. Interweaving these ideas throughout conservation research and practice
should be a common goal of conservation professionals. To be clear, this is not just a checklist
of independent attributes, as there are interactions and trade-offs among them. For example,
being simultaneously inclusive and nimble can be a challenge. It is hard to make rapid, sharp
turns, with many partners at the table. However, it is not impossible. The approaches described
above (i.e., co-produced, empowering, relational, values-based, transdisciplinary, and inclusive) play a role in making it possible by building trust, encouraging mutual respect, and articulating the need for flexibility. These processes in turn are critical in alleviating one of the
most difficult and challenging aspects of conservation—conflicts among stakeholders [151].
For established conservation professionals as well as newcomers to the field, some of the
“hows” covered here may be unfamiliar or even daunting. However, there is opportunity for
professional development courses to provide relevant training. Learning can also occur
through collaboration with others and by approaching conservation with an open mind,
acknowledging that how we have done conservation may not necessarily serve us well going
forward [152]. Building a community of practice (e.g., through initiatives such as the conservation measures partnership) where we support each other and share experiences will be key.
For the next generation of conservation trainees there is opportunity to revise conservation
curricula to ensure that the “hows” are all covered with the same rigour as the scientific fundamentals [153]. It is our hope that this acrostic will be widely adopted in training to help the
next generation of conservation researchers and practitioners keep in mind what it will take to
make their contributions effective and salient. If upon graduation every trainee knew the conservation acrostic and applied it to their work, we posit that conservation would be more effective. Reconceptualizing conservation is valuable and feasible—it is a matter of having the
courage to do so.
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